
Energy Technology Engineering Center
Overview

The ETEC Site is located at the Santa Susana Field 
Laboratory (SSFL) in Simi Valley, outside of Los Angeles, 
California. From the 1950s until 1988, DOE and its 
predecessor agencies conducted nuclear and liquid 
metals research at the 90-acre ETEC Site. While DOE 
does not own any land at the SSFL (today owned by 
The Boeing Company), the Department is responsible 
for demolition of the DOE-owned buildings and 
remediation of the 290 acres of the ETEC Site and the 
associated Northern Buffer Zone. At the beginning of 
2021, there were six DOE-owned buildings remaining 
to be addressed, along with final soil and groundwater 
remediation activities.

The cleanup of ETEC is regulated by the State of 
California Department of Toxic Substance Control 
(DTSC) and other affiliated agencies.

Calendar Year 2020 Accomplishments

• Met an EM priority to begin demolishing the 
remaining DOE-owned buildings at the site after 
reaching agreement with California regulators — 
EM completed the demolition of the 10 structures 
that made up the former Radioactive Materials 
Handling Facility (RMHF)

• Reached agreement with California to begin 
demolition of the remaining eight structures at 
the Hazardous Waste Materials Facility

• Issued a record of decision (ROD) that outlines 
planned methods for addressing contaminated 
groundwater

Planned Cleanup Scope 2021–2031

In 2021, EM expects to complete the demolition of all 
remaining DOE-owned buildings at the site. Over the 
coming decade, EM plans to initiate final groundwater 
treatment approaches, complete a ROD for soils 
cleanup, and begin soil remediation.
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This photo shows four of the DOE-owned buildings remaining 
to be demolished at the Energy Technology Engineering Center.
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Key Regulatory Milestones 2021–2031

In 2010, DOE signed an Administrative Order on 
Consent with California regulators that required soil 
remediation activities to be completed by 2017. EM is 
actively working with California regulators on a path 
forward for soil remediation activities.

In May 2020, DOE and the DTSC reached a consent 
order for the demolition of 10 of the DOE-owned 
buildings at ETEC. In November 2020, the two parties 
amended the consent order to cover the demolition of 
the remaining eight DOE-owned buildings to proceed.
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In 2020, DOE demolished 12 buildings at ETEC, including at 10 buildings 
that made up the RMHF, which is shown in the foreground of this photo.

Inside these containers, building debris is loaded 
onto a truck to be hauled off-site for disposal.
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Post-2031 Cleanup Scope

Remaining cleanup activities at ETEC post-2031 will be dependent, in large part, on decisions 
and progress made on soil and groundwater remediation during the next 10 years. In 2017, 
Boeing, the landowner, applied for and received a conservation easement, which ensures the 
preservation and protection of the unique and critical habitat, tribal cultural resources, and 
open space. The conservation easement is a legally enforceable property restriction that 
forever prohibits development or use of the land for residential or agricultural purposes. The 
land’s future as open space habitat will preserve the land as a wildlife corridor, benefit local 
plants and animals (many of which are protected), and preserve its many cultural resources. 
The envisioned end state for the ETEC Site is an open space park for the surrounding 
community to enjoy and to provide habitat for the wildlife in the Santa Susana Mountains. 
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These asphalt and concrete slabs are what remains after the RMHF buildings 
were demolished, moving the ETEC project closer to its goal.
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